
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION     

                                     

Object number. MTW-015
Material lotus wood
Cut it L45 * W2cm
Color Black colour
Metal hardware silver round hook
Logo Laser engraved logo
Surface effect Taiho transparent paint
MOQ 1000 pieces per item
Quality level Luxury and quality
use For men, overcoat, jacket, clothing store
Product capacity 150000-300000 each month
Delivery time 35-40 days
 Payment terms T / T, PayPal, West Union and other as a requirement
Transportation By sea, by air, by international express, and even your freight forwarder is acceptable
 
 
For your choice

1.The custom size and shape meet your needs
2. Color adjustable according to your needs
3. Different logo effect offered at choice
4. Interchangeable metal accessories matched to your hook
5. The special packaging mode is acceptable

               

PRODUCT DETAILS





FAQ

Q: Can we put our logo on the hook?

A: Yes, for all wooden and plastic hooks, you can put the customer's logo on the hook.  

 

Q: What is the minimum order quantity?

A: Our normal minimum order quantity is 1000 pieces, but we can accept the sample order.

 

Q: How long can I get the hanger sample? And the productions?

A: it takes 7-10 days for the new custom creation sample. Normally,

   Production of wooden hangers 30-45 days, depends on the quantity of the factory order and the intense
season.

   Production of plastic hangers 20-30 days, depends on different styles and times.

https://www.chinahangersupplier.com/products/MSW-013-customized-black-wooden-clothes-hanger-wood-material-suit-hanger-with-pant-bar.html


PRODUCTION OF HIGH-END WOOD HANGERS
 

 

 

Our wooden coat hanger can be accepted to measure. The production process has many steps. 

The wood material we choose is beech wood imported in euro, lotus wood, pine wood and so on. Even the



dimensions, color, logo and design of the hook are changeable, the details of the hook are your choice. 

In the production of hangers, the paint is very important. Before attaching the paint, it is necessary to
adjust the color first, so that it can be colored as desired. Our production department uses Taiwant famous
Taiho Paint paint brand for luxury and high-end wooden hanger, our workers paint each hook one by one, 2
times of lining and 2 times of lining, the hook surface is very much smooth and olfactory.

Our service goal: produce only the best hook, reject the low quality hook!

 

HANGER PACKAGE



1. Pack each wooden hanger with a suitably sized PE foam bag.
2.Place 2 layers (top hanger and coat hanger) or 4 pieces (hanger) each layer.
3. Place the hook layer by layer in the customized K = K carton
4. Print or write a shipping label outside the package, to usefully distinguish the goods in transit.



HANGER LOGO 

Usually, our wooden hanger can accept printed logo, laser logo and metal plated logo.

The effect of the laser logo is the best.



This is first of all the hook, then the laser logo.

Next we will brush the other color (as your request) on the logo.



This is the laser logo before painting the hook.

The color of the logo will be the same as the color of the hook.



This is first the hook to paint, then the laser logo.

The color of the logo is the color of natural wood.

We will do this as your request.



Contact
 

If you have any needs or questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

All your advice will be the patience to respond.

Welcome to visit our website www.chinahangersupplier.com

http://www.chinahangersupplier.com/

